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ARTICLEINFO ABSTRACT 
 The article was elaborated to interpret the importance of the concept of 

commodification/decommodification in the analysis of the consumption of the 
vulnerable, supported by monetary transfers from the State, which was justified with 
beliefs that have identified the deficiencies of the social function of the State due to 
its cost to decommodify public services, considered as social rights,  However, in the 
Mexican case it was corruption, which emerged as the main cause of the failure to 
address the needs of the vulnerable, transforming cash transfers, without the 
intervention of the government bureaucracy, into social programs to support the 
commodified consumption of a part of the universe of the poor or vulnerable. 
 
Keywords: Commodification, decommodification, precariousness, vulnerability, 
monetary transfers. Commoditized consumption on the part of the vulnerable. A 
solution to their precarious situation? 

 
Introduction 

 
The contradiction between commodification and decommodification in modern capitalist societies, as a social 
conflict, would manifest itself through the accumulation of social advantages for the privileged, in the face of 
the existence of a gradual concentration of its opposite: accumulation of social disadvantages for a majority, 
transformed, in turn, into a vulnerable group (Mora and de Oliveira,  2022). 
For this reason, for the vulnerable, living conditions are precarious or unlivable and, to a certain extent, their 
collective protests could, from a general point of view, shape demands that would seek to improve their living 
conditions, that is, to transform their precarious life into a life, I insist, more livable where there is a decrease 
in the adversities experienced as risks and dangers (Butler,  2018, pp. 27-30). 
However, the contradiction enunciated will be considered as a starting point to construct a social meaning that 
helps to interpret, firstly, neoliberal ideology as a positive re-actualization of the policies of commodification, 
and secondly, as a way of concealing the role that social policies or state intervention has played in controlling,  
regulate or impede the expansion of commodification, which has not only been driven by capital, but also by 
the State, especially when it has concocted a neoliberal economic policy (Castro, 2023). 
Therefore, there are arguments against state intervention because not only has it not stopped the expansion of 
the commodification of capitalist businesses, but has encouraged it, although the idea of decommodification, 
turned into interpretation, has been used by communities or groups to defend their rights over their properties 
and the possession of natural resources.  subsequently acquiring a new meaning when they are analyzed more 
as part of environmental problems (Altvater, 2011, pp. 25-30). 
In accordance with the above, the objective of this article would be to interpret the role of commodification in 
the expansion of social vulnerability, which has not been addressed by social policies because, as has happened 
in Mexico, cash transfers have urgently sought to support the consumption of social groups that have been 
classified as poor. Or, failing that, as in the United States, social programs their meaning has been derived from 
the coercion or punishment used by the State to force the vulnerable to accept precarious jobs and also to 
monitor them, using their registration at the time of receiving social assistance and when they do not accept 
the precarious jobs offered, state support would be withdrawn.  evidencing their fragility in the face of 
government abandonment, increasing the probability of suffering punishment in case of carrying out illegal 
survival activities, showing that illegality is monitored by the exercise of punitive power by the police and armed 
forces (Wacquant, 1998, pp. 7-11). 
However, in the following sections, some general interpretations will be presented based on the concept of 
commodification/decommodification, which alludes to some kind of contradiction in capitalist society, which 
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has not found a solution entirely from the State because, according to my argument, it has been present in the 
configuration of social programs aimed at reinforcing the commodified consumption of a part of the vulnerable1. 
Commodification versus Decommodification: A False Dilemma? 
Dubet's (2000, p. 9) analysis of social inequality was based on the consequences derived from the presence of 
formal or legal equality, with universal features in modern capitalist societies, coexisting with real economic 
inequality, which was addressed by the State's agenda through social policies, however,  he did not use the 
concept of commodification, which did not detract from his interpretation of it as an individual or collective 
experience expressed through negative emotions (Dubet, 2011). 
However, commodification was not only a concept, which helped to elaborate different interpretations about 
the conversion of different aspects of social life into commodities, but its importance also lay in the fact that it 
was used to consider it as a particular and negative characteristic of capitalism, which was interpreted earlier 
by Karl Polanyi (2017) as a threat not only to human existence,  but for nature. And, consequently, rather than 
visualizing progress when the State supported the development of a diversity of private businesses in different 
localities and regions and even countries, it considered it as a risk or danger when a new situation was built, 
without eradicating social conflicts, where everything would have a price as commodities offered in the market.  
realizing the utopia that social life would be organized by the market. 
In this case, neoliberal ideology established commodification as a justification for the expansion of capitalist 
businesses towards what was visualized as new opportunities to reactivate accumulation through services that 
ceased to be social rights or protections for all wage earners2, later converting their situation or condition into 
vulnerability and precariousness where low wages and scarce or no social protections,  evidenced their fragility 
or weakness, in the face of events that individualized suffering such as illness, unemployment, old age, 
compared to those who compete individually through merits, abilities and knowledge, converted into human 
capital (Carreras, Sevilla & Urbán, 2006, pp. 15-19), thus the former would be classified as disposable, while 
the latter,  they would be successful thanks to their individual initiative aimed at supporting the process of 
commodification (Laval & Dardot, 2013, pp. 99-104). 
On the other hand, in capitalist societies, although it is denied, social inequality is persistent (Tilly, 2000) 
because it has acquired different physiognomies over time, however, it ceased to be interpreted as a negative 
consequence of the asymmetrical relationship between capital and labor, especially when employment was 
linked to a welfare system that addressed the risks of being a worker.  where unions, in turn, became an initial 
and important protection of labor rights, also directly linked to social rights, supported by the presence of a 
welfare state (Adelantado and Gomá, 2000, pp. 63-96). 
Thus, in my view, interpretations of social inequality were subsequently displaced by the concepts of 
vulnerability and social precariousness (Gil, 2002, pp. 23-46). This fact was the result of the crisis of the labour 
society, in other words, when salaried employment ceased to be the main mechanism for accessing certainty 
based on social rights (Montagut, 2008, pp. 40-41). For this reason, social rights, as part of the so-called 
citizenship, could not be identified with the market or commodification either, not only because the logic of the 
state bureaucracy has not been linked to the objectives of efficiency of the profits of private companies, but also 
to a rationality linked to citizen rights, but interpreted as another way to achieve social cohesion or solidarity 
(Paugam,  2007, pp. 5-9). 
In this way, in summarized terms, neoliberalism would be an ideological version of support for 
commodification, which was legitimized as an economic policy, in the face of the decrease in public financing 
of public services, which were the main support of social protections by becoming part of labor rights, which 
expanded the participation of capital in the commodification of public services and,  consequently, 
opportunities to increase private profits were expanded (Chauí, 2018, p. 66). 
At the same time, the concepts of vulnerability and social precariousness were also a way to describe the 
generalized situation of unskilled and low-wage employment, protected by temporary labor contracts, that is, 
long-term employment, which was protected by social rights, with a production that has been dispersed and 

 
1ThesesT actse T ceT tecgingiT spesinsgtse T sesgT naT ngT cT isgsic T ac, T aul  T ecesT sesT elieuesT uaT ssesngiT sesT
ngssieisscsnesTtcectns,TuaTsesTtugtseseTles TsuTceun TsesT cgisiTcinengiTaiumTcTis ltsnugnemTsecsTeceTtugasiis T
cT iiscssiT spe cgcsui,T tcectns,T ugT msseu eT (qlcgsnscsnesT uiT qlc nscsnes)T c nsgT suT eutnc T tnitlmescgtseT uiT
enslcsnugeT (Buli nsl T 2024 T ee.T 35-36).T huT seneT ciilmsgsT aul  T bsT c  s T sesT gciicsnesT  sines T aiumT sesT
tugtseseTles Tb,TsesTeutnu uinesTauiTsesTtugesiltsnugTuaTngssieisscsnugeTuaTsesgseTuiTtl slic TeesgumsgcTsecsT
ecesTbssgTsicgeauims  Teuasesi TnsTneTssess  TgusTngTsmenintc Tssime TblsTsesTsenessmu uintc Tciesgc TteuesgT
cg Tspeisees TceTcTbngci,TgciicsnesTsuTesl ,TspesinsgtseTuiTspesinsgtse.TTng nen lc TuiTtu  stsnes TaenteTaceT
gusT ugsTngTseneTcisnt sT(Rss T&TA spcg si T2009 Tee.T23-24).TTTT 
2ThesT nesinblsnesT algtsnugTuaTelb ntT esientseT elben nes Tb,T sesTtscssTeceTcT naasisgsT icsnugc ns,T aiumTsecsTuaT
tcensc TbstclesTnseTmscgngiTneTngTeutnc Tiniese TgusTngTsesT uintTuaTsesTmcikss.THuasesi TngTsesTtcesTuaTMspntu T
acts T anseT sesT cttlml csnugT uaT eutnc T bctkaci gsee T sesT  naasisgsT gsu nbsic T iuesigmsgseT eisesgss T
einecsnecsnug TsecsTne TsesTeinecssTeiu ltsnugTuaTeumsTelb ntTesientse TceTcTtummu nans Teu lsnug TaesisTeinecssT
eiuanseT asisT nmeues T ugT eutnc T iniese T aeuesT e ctsT ugT sesT elb ntT cisg cT aceT uttlens T b,T sciisss T eutnc T
eiuiicme TaenteTug ,TmssTsesTbcentTgss eTuaTseuesTt ceenans TceTspsisms ,TeuuiT(Oi óñseTcg TA siiíc T1991 Tee.T
5-6).TTTTT 
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fragmented,  favoring the boom of the service sector, organized by science and technology and transformed 
into a support of control functions in charge of skilled workers (Chauí, 2018, p. 67). 
However, this dispersion and fragmentation of production, such as an unequal geographical distribution, 
responded to a new division of labor caused by the industrial crisis, creating unemployment and emigration, 
reducing sectoral specialization, separating, in turn, the functions of control from those of execution, where the 
latter absorbed unskilled or poorly qualified labor.  where a majority part was made up of women (Massey, 
2012, pp. 66-80). 
But reference is also made to another significant fact: the strengthening of political elites to articulate the 
national economy with the international market, which was the result of the globalization of neoliberal 
economic policy, transformed into a strategy to turn the market into the organizer of social life, which happened 
in Mexico after the economic crisis of 1982 (Salas-Porras,  2017, Escalante, 2015). 
Thus, the commodification/decommodification relationship, from what is thought, has been expressed today 
as a risk or danger for the vulnerable and at the same time for human existence, in general, whose meaning 
would be located more in the devastation of nature undertaken by capital. For this reason, Esping-Andersen 
(1993, pp. 50-55), in his study of social welfare, which some have only focused on the dimension of the social 
rights of citizens, did not limit himself to denunciation as if it were a legal issue, but to establish the importance 
of public services in the realization of a more livable life,  which would cause them not to have a price as if they 
were commodities offered in the market, using the concept of decommodification to strengthen this argument. 
Behind this argument, according to my interpretation, there was a general consideration about human life: 
commodification based on a mass production of goods and services did not solve the problems of human 
existence, on the contrary, it aggravated them and, for this reason, it was necessary to address them within the 
public agenda, as a social issue.  what acquired a public dimension, in other words, ceased to be a personal 
problem or a problem of religious conscience and altruistic groups, generating a new task or function for the 
modern or contemporary State (Castel, 2014, pp. 7-20). 
Thus, commodified social life was the manifestation of new expansionist strategies of capitalism, that is, new 
types of commodification, based on the creation of new personal tastes and preferences, which were, in the end, 
useful to maintain the accumulation of capital despite the different economic crises of the twentieth century 
(Parrique, 2024). 
In this way, human needs have been met by the market and the State, however, it was lost sight of that the state 
welfare system was a way of controlling the expansion of social vulnerability and with it regulations were 
established to prevent, to a greater or lesser degree, the extension of capital's domination over collective well-
being (Offe,  1999, pp. 62-87). 
Consequently, the welfare state, more than functional to the accumulation of capital, was a protection of human 
life against the destructive forces derived from capitalist mercantile actions. For this reason, the destruction of 
human life and its natural environment was legitimized through the ideology of industrial progress and 
modernity concretized in an expansion of comfort, identified only with consumption. 
Progress and capitalist modernity, from an optimistic version, did not solve the problem of social inequality or 
social vulnerability, but the latter was studied as a consequence of the end of the welfare state, characterized 
by the multiplication of uncertainties, which had supposedly been reduced when salaried employment was 
linked to social policies (Beck,  2006). 
Therefore, in a society, human needs were organized for attention as a matter of the State, through programs 
and policies, which would be far from the dynamics or logic of the capitalist market (Gough, 2003). 
It should come as no surprise, on the other hand, that the principle of equality would be strengthened when 
the negative effects of capitalist commodification manifested themselves as greater social inequality, but what 
actually happened was the increase of the vulnerable with precarious lives and deteriorated environments, as 
well as the emergence of a collective or individual defense of cultural and natural heritage from the 
dispossession mechanisms of neoliberal capitalism (Harvey,  2021). 
In short, expressing that the market is against society (Parrique, 2024, pp. 101-102) has been another way of 
affirming that commodification, in its destructive version, has undermined the principle of solidarity that has 
been the pillar of social life, which is not only due to the deterioration of ecosystems, but also to evidence their 
vulnerability,  fostered by the scarce possibility of any type of protection of their lives by the State, when their 
social functions have been weakened or have been subordinated to the logic of punishment or punishment 
against the vulnerable (Wacquant, 2017). 
However, the idea of commodification could not be understood without that of decommodification (Alexander, 
2019), but not apprehended as dilemmas, that is, in the sense of supporting one or the other based on 
discarding, which is sustained, at the same time, in beliefs and values, but in an interpretative alternative 
introduced by the notion of social vulnerability,  where risks and dangers, with socioeconomic or natural origins, 
place human life in situations of death or destruction, although socially they have been called human losses, 
without establishing that decommodification had the purpose of stopping the destructive or negative effects of 
capitalist commodification, which did not make explicit the principle of social equality analyzed as part of the 
social struggle,  whose objective was to stop, to a certain extent, some of the "disasters" of the capitalist 
commodification process (Piketty, 2023, pp. 7-8). 
Social Vulnerability: With Commodified Protections? 
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From the notion of social vulnerability, the presence of a regime or system of management or administration 
of precariousness could be interpreted, considered as a domain exercised through social programs to control 
the social behaviors of some of the groups that suffer some degree of lack of protection from the State (Lorey, 
2016). 
For this reason, government aid has been aimed at supporting the consumption of the vulnerable, however, the 
question that is asked would be: Why? And an immediate response would highlight the importance that the 
commodification of the human needs of the vulnerable has acquired for the State (Lorey, 2016, p. 26). 
In other words, political domination over the vulnerable would be based on their consumption mediated by the 
market, which would not only reproduce the state ideology of commitment to the precarious or poor, but now 
commodification has been transformed into a strategy to meet some of their needs and without taking into 
account that their situation or condition of vulnerability has been the result of commodification led by the new 
mechanisms of accumulation of the environment. capital. 
For this reason, neoliberal ideology has also been concealed under the so-called postliberalism, that is, a version 
of liberalism to legitimize government actions aimed at recovering the organizational capacity of institutions, 
but under the principle of freedom, which would not be at odds with the commodification capitalist dynamic 
(Contreras, 2015). 
In this way, social institutions would be guarantors of freedom, which would hide their position against state 
intervention, when the latter, within the conception of the welfare state, was a way of addressing the 
vulnerability created by industrial capitalism, but in reality it was a control over the negative consequences, 
derived from the process of capitalist commodification (Conteras,  2015, pp. 16-18). 
Consequently, the risks and dangers of being a worker in industrial capitalism, after the Second World War, 
were addressed by state intervention, through social policy, despite its differences in content and 
implementation, in relation to public services to meet the needs of health, education, disability, old age, 
unemployment, under a political logic not necessarily subordinated to the logic of capital accumulation.  but to 
that of social utility, without visualizing that it was taking charge of some negative consequences of 
commodification on social life3. 
For this reason, Esping-Andersen and Palier (2009) only highlighted in their analysis the transformations that 
the welfare state would undergo in an economic context organized by post-industrial or service capitalism, to 
meet, for example, the specific needs of working women as heads of household or also by increasing their 
participation in the service sector.  where low wages predominate. That is, their needs as women with or without 
a family would rethink state intervention in their well-being, leaving aside the idea of commodification and its 
new manifestations in a capitalism of services, which had displaced industrial production as the basis of 
national economic development. 
However, in this interpretation, the institutional variable, identified with the welfare state, from a general 
perspective, was still useful in the analysis that pointed out the importance of state intervention to satisfy in 
some way basic human needs (housing, health, education), whose universal character lay in the legal order, 
that is, in the so-called citizen rights.  which is later discarded, in a neoliberal reading, when the State has 
transformed its commitment to well-being through the transfer of money to the vulnerable, defined by a 
threshold established based on the level of income, that is, a quantified level where only those with low incomes 
would directly receive the aid. It meant the end of state responsibility in the creation of situations of well-being 
through public services to subsidize only the consumption of some of the vulnerable individuals in the market 
of public services produced by capitalist businesses (Zamora, 2017, pp. 101-102). 
The commodified state attention to the needs of some vulnerable groups would lie, on the one hand, in the 
normalization of behaviors governed by the market, and on the other, their exclusion from welfare institutions, 
favoring the domination of the economic power of capitalist businesses. But from another point of view, it 
would be the end of the relations established between the structures of industrial capitalism and the state 
institutions that drive commodification and at the same time decommodification embodied in the social 
welfare system (Zamora, 2017, p. 89). 
The welfare state did not have as its sole objective the security of citizens to guarantee their freedom from acts 
of violence, as the liberal state did, but to intervene in various aspects of human life to control uncertainties 
and generate a feeling of security in exchange for normalizing state surveillance and control (Zamora,  2017, p. 
27). 
What I would finally highlight, albeit in a synthetic and even provisional way, is that social struggles multiplied 
because their only common objective would be a recognition of their needs not only as rights, but as an urgency 
to change the way in which the necessary power was redistributed to address situations of uncertainty, 
identified with social exclusion.  because cash transfers that supported the consumption of some vulnerable 
people were still within the threshold of benefits. The latter, according to Zamora (2017, pp. 96-97), was 

 
3C cleTOaasTenelc nes TnsTseneTac,TaesgTesTles TsesTn scTuaT stummu nantcsnugTceTecisTuaTeneTtugtseslc Tciesgc T
suTesl ,TsesTas acisTescssTcg TsuTciilsTcbulsTsesT uintTuaTescssTbliscltict, TsesTeu-tc  s Teutnc Tlsn ns, TaenteT
eeuas TcTeussgsnc TauiTtuga ntsTanseTsesT uintTuaTtcensc  Til ngiTulsTsecsTsesTescssTaceTug ,TcsTsesTesientsTuaTsesT
ngssiseseTuaTtcensc T(Oaas TT1992).T 
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favorable to critics of the universal nature of the welfare state so that its actions were further limited and then 
only those who, due to their precariousness, demanded support were helped. 
However, state monetary support fulfilled the function of assisting a population through consumption, which 
could be complemented with the low income obtained through formal or informal employment, without forcing 
them to join any paid economic activity. Although, for Wacquant (2017, pp. 183-185), these state cash transfers 
are coercive because they monitor the behavior of the beneficiaries so that they meet the objectives established 
by these programs, for example, to join temporary jobs and with low incomes or to attend, in the case of their 
infant children, for example, the deteriorated public school or precarious health care without being a real option,  
finally, to overcome their vulnerability, generating situations of dependency that have been functional to the 
struggles between the political elite itself, which is not monolithic, in defining the destination of the distribution 
of monetary aid and public services: For whom and under what requirements, legitimizing the state power of 
welfare wrapped in the ideology of commodification or decommodification,  as the case may be (Paugam, 2014). 
On the other hand, state or governmental attention to some situations of social vulnerability would not really 
be a protection because it would be acting on the consequences, in any case, and according to the above, it 
would be more of a saving of the state budget because welfare institutions have been dispensed with for their 
distribution, supposedly seeking efficiency in their distribution.  fulfilling a neoliberal purpose, where the 
consumption of these individuals would be sought to be carried out through the market and in an efficient way. 
In this case, the value of equality or social justice would acquire a new meaning in the social behaviors of the 
orbit of commodified consumption, whose well-being would be defined by income defined only by its 
purchasing power. This, in my opinion, has favored the analysis of poverty observed through the behavior of 
incomes, from which the probable improvement of their situation has been derived, based on the following 
consideration: a higher income would increase consumption, which would be the final support of well-being4. 
In the case of state aid to a vulnerable group, it has also been interpreted as part of a process of 
deinstitutionalisation, which has supposedly favoured the birth of radical leaderships, some against 
representative democracy and neoliberal policies, which have increased the number of vulnerable individuals 
(Illades, 2024, p. 20). 
However, monetary or direct transfers have been the result of the establishment of a regime of domination, 
that is, subordinated to the political logic for the configuration of a mass of support among the vulnerable, 
which is useful to justify through the belief in justice and equality, the government actions of distribution of 
public income for some groups known as poor or vulnerable (Illades,  2024, p. 21). 
Although, in the Mexican case, from a generalization, monetary transfers, accompanied by criticism of their 
bureaucratic management, in a leftist government such as that of Andrés López Obrador (2018-2024)5 was, 
supposedly, to establish a new way in the distribution of monetary aid, banishing the deficient actions derived 
from the corruption of the high public officials of previous neoliberal 6governments, which was normalized 
through its conversion into a law introduced in the Political Constitution of the United Mexican States from 
which it would be guaranteed, beyond future conflicts between political elites, its compliance, that is, its 
obligatory nature, regardless of whether political power was exercised by a party contrary to the ideals of social 
justice7. 

 
4THuasesi T cg T cttui ngiT suT inksss,T (2023 T ee.T 41-43) T eutnc T ngsqlc ns,T neT gusT is lts T ug ,T b,T sesT enme sT
ngtiscesT ngT sesT ngtumsT uaT sesT euuiT (IT aul  T c  T sesT el gsicb s) T blsT b,T cttseeT suT elb ntT esientseT elteT ceT
s ltcsnugTcg Tesc se.TheneTesieestsnesT sc eTsuTelssngiTbctkTngsuTsesTctc smntT sbcssTsesTnmeuiscgtsTuaTsesT
as acisT escssT ngT sesT tiscsnugT uaT eu n cins,T ceT cgT uiicgnengiT eingtne sT ngT sesT esciteT auiT sqlc ns,T seiulieT
 nesinblsnugTbces TugTelb ntTesientse.T 
5ThecsTeisen sgsT tcmsT suTeuasiT seiulieTcT tuc nsnugTuaT eu nsntc Tecisnse T  s Tb,T eneTecis,T tc  s T sesTacsnugc T
RsisgsicsnugT MuesmsgsT (MOREaA)T cg T es a-ceeungss T ceT huissesiT WsT Wn  T McksT Hnesui, T aeuesT
ueeuislgnemTaceTsen sgsT lsTsuTsesTactsTsecsTsesTglmbsiTuaTmn nscgseTuaTsesesTecisnseTneTemc  Tcg Tses,Tug ,T
eulies TanseTsesTtuc nsnug TsuTeisesiesTsesniTisinesicsnugTceTecisnseT(I  c se T2024 TTe.T27).T 
6heneT n TgusTeisesgsTsesTtuiilesnugTuaTiisen sgsTLóeseTObic ui'eTauimsiT sic Tc eneui TaeuTisenigs TaiumT
uaantsTugTtsessmbsiT2 T2021 TaesgTaiumTeneTeuensnugTcg TanseTeinen sis TngauimcsnugTesT n Tjl ntnc TblengseeT
anseTceeutncss Tanime TubscngngiTesieugc TicngeTcg Tc euTauiTsesniTecisntnecgseTuiTecisgsieT(Gómse T2023 Tee.T
16-17).TIgTc  nsnug TITaul  Tc  TsecsTtuiilesnugTceTcTeutnc TeictsntsTsuTubscngTesieugc nes TbsgsanseTeceTbssgTcT
tecictssinesntT uaT elb ntT c mngnesicsnug T buseT uaT gsu nbsic T iuesigmsgseT cg T uaT sesT tliisgsT ugsT eceT bssgT cT
istliisgsT sglgtncsnugTguimc nes Tb,Telb ntTuengnugT(Bltecenm T2024).TT 
7IgTAisnt sT4T"(...)ThesTtscssTeec  TilcicgsssTsesTeiuenenugTuaTstugumntTeleeuisTsuTesieugeTaeuTecesTesimcgsgsT
 necbn nsnseT (...).T iinuins,T an  T bsT inesgT suT seuesT lg siT sniesssgT ,scieT uaT cis T ng nisguleT esue sT cg T Aaiu-
MspntcgeTleTsuTsesTcisTuaTenps,-auli Tcg Tesue sTaeuTcisTngTcTtug nsnugTuaTeuesis,...TisieugeTuesiTenps,-sniesT
,scieTuaTcisTecesTsesTiniesTsuTistsnesTcTgug-tugsinblsui,TesgenugTaiumTsesTtscssTlg siTsesTssimeTsescb nees Tb,T
 ca.TIgTsesTtcesTuaTng nisguleTcg TAaiu-MspntcgTesue s TseneTbsgsansTan  TbsTiicgss TaiumTsesTcisTuaTenps,-anesT
(...)ThesTtscssTan  T sescb neeTcT eteu cieeneTe,essmT auiT esl sgseTcsTc  T eteuu T  ses eTuaTelb ntTs ltcsnug TanseT
einuins,TinesgTsuTseuesTbs ugingiTsuTacmn nseTaeuTcisTngTeuesis, TsuTilcicgsssTsesTiniesTsuTs ltcsnugTanseTsqlns,"T
(iu nsntc TCugesnslsnugTuaTsesTUgnss TMspntcgTtscsse T2024 Tee.T15-16).TTT 
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But returning to the process of deinstitutionalization, it can be said that it began during neoliberal governments, 
where public administration was based on corruption and illegal business between public officials and private 
companies, sustained by influence peddling, which configured an inefficient bureaucratic apparatus at the 
service of private businesses.  however, López Obrador, in the name of austerity, canceled public trusts8 and 
also some functions and tasks of the bureaucracy, transferring some of them to the armed forces9, but the 
relationship between politicians and businessmen to do business through the awarding of direct contracts in 
the execution of public works continued and was also supported by the discretion and influence peddling of the 
Moreno government (Illades,  2024, pp. 41-44). 
For this reason, according to Rosiles (2024, pp. 113-115), in the document (2018-2024), Proyecto de Nación, 
whose author was President López Obrador, since his presidential campaign, proposed transforming the 
administrative apparatus of government by reducing its budget for its operation and hiring new personnel. 
Above all, because he considered austerity as a remedy to eliminate corruption and even ideologized it by 
stating that it was not only a way of life, but also of government. 
It is not intended, therefore, to elaborate an evaluation of the actions or programs of the Moreno government, 
but to highlight that the monetary transfers to groups defined as poor by the López Obrador government have 
served to accelerate the process of deinstitutionalization, justified by the existence of corruption, which allowed 
public money to be accumulated by high neoliberal officials for their private benefit.  which forced it to 
transform austerity into a means to generate savings with public money, which would later be channeled, 
supposedly, into social programs (Roldán, 2024). 
But what did austerity really mean beyond the benevolence preached by the López Obrador government and 
supposedly, in turn, converted into more budget for social aid? The answer would be a greater inability of the 
State to meet the needs of health10 and education and care for infants and the abandonment, at the same time, 
of the road infrastructure that served to facilitate the mobility of the vulnerable in rural and urban locations 
(Roldán, 2024, pp. 19-20). 
Therefore, the behavior of social spending would have to be analyzed through the amounts exercised through 
social programs, which, according to the Ministry of Welfare, were concentrated in four: pension for the elderly, 
support for working mothers, people with disabilities, rehabilitation and inclusion, which from the government 
has meant a tripling of its monetary support between 2019-2023.  however, according to Ríos (2023a, p. 14), if 
only the total budget of social programs is considered, its increase was 27%. However, what the government 
did achieve was to increase cash transfers by 53% compared to those of the previous government (Peña Nieto, 
2012-2018) which was 43%. In other words, it did not increase social spending, but its distribution through 
cash transfers11. 
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acsnugc TIgesnslssTuaTEgsiseisgslieene.ThuTseneTaceTc  s TsesTeisen sgsnc T stnenugTsuTs nmngcssTaiumTsesTelb ntT
bl issT sesT spesgeseT uaT esieugc T esientseT uaT enie- ses T uaantnc e T mcjuiT ms ntc T spesgese T cg T ng nen lc T
esecicsnugTngelicgts.TMscgaen s TesTsicgeauims TusesiTngesnslsnugeTb,TtecgingiTsesniTgcmsTceTsesTCsgssiTauiT
IgesesnicsnugTcg Tacsnugc Ttstlins,TngsuTsesTacsnugc TIgss  nisgtsTAisgt,.TOiTsesTtsiliuTiuel ciTise cts TnsT
anseTsesTIgesnslssTuaTHsc seTauiTWs acisTcg TsesTiiueesicTeiuiicmTuaTeutnc Tngt lenug TngTis csnugTsuTs ltcsnug T
nsTtecgis TnsTsuTBsgnsuTJláiseTtteu cieeneeTauiTWs acis TceTas  TceTsesTiiuiicmTuaTCen  isg'eTtsc,eTsuTeleeuisT
WuikngiTMusesieTneTguaTtc  s TsesTtleeuisTiiuiicmTauiTsesTWs acisTuaTGni eTcg TBu,e TTten  isgTuaTWuikngiT
MusesieT(Ruen se T2024 Tee.T116-117).TTT 
9hesTgsicsnesTtugguscsnugTuaTtuiilesnugTeceTctqlnis TcTecisntl ciTmscgngiTaesgTiisen sgsTLóeseTObic uiTeceT
jlesnans TsesTecisntnecsnugTuaTsesTcims TauitseTgusTug ,T ngTis nsaTscekeTauiTsesTeuel csnugTcaastss Tb,Tgcslic T
 necessieT uiT usesiT s,eseT uaT smsiisgtnse T blsT c euT ngT sesT tugesiltsnugT uaT elb ntT auikeT bstclesT ceT ses,T cisT
"lgnauims Tesue s"Tses,TcisTgusTtuiilesTguiT uTses,Tbs ugiTsuTsesTeinen sis Tt ceese.TTnsTeceTc euTsicgeasiis TsuT
sesmTtnen ncgTscekeTuiTalgtsnugeTuaTelb ntTestlins,Tcg TtlesumeTtugsiu T(Gciec TLóese TMcisíg TMcieág Ttc ceci T
&Ttc muiág T2024 Tee.T118-119).TTTT 
10Hsc seTtcisT lingiTsesTes a-ceeungss TiuesigmsgsTuaTsesT4hTaceTngTsauTac,e:TsesTaniesTaceTtuganilis Tb,TsesT
 sangnsnesTeningiTuaTms ntc Tesieuggs  TcTtug nsnugTsuTuesitumsTenslcsnugeTuaTjubTngestlins, TngTsesTesc seTe,essmT
uiicgnes Tb,TsesTIMtt-Bnsgsesci TblsT lsTsuTsesTtlseTngTnseTbl issTsesTubjstsnesTeceTgusTbssgTmssTbstclesTnsTeceT
ug ,Tenis Tec aTuaTnseTauiksieT sangnsnes ,.TTngTc  nsnugTsuTecengiTcbeuibs TsesTsme u,sseTaeuTauiks TcsTsesT
 salgtsTIgesnslssTuaTHsc seTauiTWs acisT(Igecbn) Tis ltngiTsesniTbsgsanseTelteTceTsesTcmulgsTuaTesgenugeTb,TgusT
istuignengiTsesniTauikTesgnuins,T(Gómse T2024 Te.TA16).TAg TsesTusesiTecseTaceTsuTsligTsesTiuesigmsgsTngsuT
sesT mcngT bl,siT uaT ms ntngseT auiT  nesinblsnugT ngT sesT  naasisgsT elb ntT eueensc eT cg T esuisT sesmT ngT cT
msiceecimct, TseleTesskngiTsesTsic ntcsnugTuaTtuiilesnug TaenteT stisces TsesTelee ,Tb,T70%Tcg TbsauisTsesT
iuesigmsgsT uaT LóeseT Obic uiT aceT 98% T cttui ngiT suT sesT  nistsuiT uaT sesT acsnugc T CecmbsiT uaT sesT
iecimctslsntc TIg lesi,T(Ccgnacimc).TTngTc  nsnug TsesTiuesigmsgsTuaseTsesmT10 000Tmn  nugTeseueTcg T6 500T
mn  nugTeseueTcisTaiumTsesT salgtsTIgecbnT(Cusc T2024).T 
11Attui ngiTsuTGsici uTEeqlnes T(2024 Te.T16) TbssassgT2006Tcg T2018 T lingiTgsu nbsic Tiuesigmsgse TngtumsT
euesis,Tngtisces TaiumT42.9%TsuT49.9% TsecsTne TsesTeuuiTeuel csnugTngtisces TaiumT46TsuT61Tmn  nugT lingiT
seuesT ,scieT cg T anseT cT icssT uaT spsismsT ngtumsT euesis,T ngtiscengiT b,T 2T mn  nug.T Huasesi T aesgT nsT mc sT cT
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But cash transfers do not fully reach the poorest households, especially because the precarious conditions of 
some vulnerable people in rural locations that are difficult to access, due to lack of roads, the latter has become 
an obstacle for cash aid to reach them, while, and according to Ríos (2023b, p. 10),  there is an articulation 
between monetary transfers and the guidelines of MORENA political activists, whose activity has sought to 
form electoral clientele12. 
The support for the consumption of some poor individuals and elderly people through social programs of cash 
transfers, accompanied by an increase in the minimum wage, have become the main bases of a prosperity 
narrated as the result of the republican austerity that avoided corruption and has taught, in general terms, 
public officials to live on "medium" salaries because their employment is a service to meet the needs of the 
people13. 
Therefore, austerity was a mechanism established by López Obrador's government to finance its infrastructure 
works (Dos Bocas refinery, the Mayan Train and the Felipe Ángeles airport) as well as its social programs, 
whose costs, from a qualitative narrative, have meant suffering and death14 as a livable experience personally 
or individually in the face of the lack of institutional attention because by not having the necessary budget,  they 
ceased to fulfill their functions of care or minimum social protection, although their greatest social achievement 
was the reduction of income poverty by decreeing the increase in the so-called minimum wage15. 
In this case, social vulnerability has not disappeared because the social protection institutions, which would 
include health and education, have decreased their intervention due to the lack of budget and in the event of 
having money from a trust, its dissolution by government decision would directly transfer that monetary 
resource to the Treasury of the Federation.  where it has been impossible, according to Roldán (2024, p. 256), 
to know its fate because it has been assimilated with other government revenues, what the López Obrador 
government has done, consequently, is to subordinate public revenues to its logic of domination, based on the 
construction of electoral loyalties among some vulnerable groups,  what has been called populist 
authoritarianism (Illades, 2024, pp.45-46). 
Thus, Mexican social vulnerability is multiple and diverse, but its negative effects are experienced as a personal, 
individual experience, where institutions have a weak presence, which has contributed to some conflicts being 
transformed into situations of violence, where resentment and frustration are expressed in the absence of 
solidarity, above all,  when the common has been dissolved through the mechanism of republican austerity 
(Dubet, 2020). However, it has been supported by a regime or system of domination that was engendered by 
neoliberal economic policy and consolidated with the government of López Obrador, where the savings built 
with budget cuts to the public administration have meant a progressive reduction of the State in the distribution 
of public 16services in exchange for handing over money for the consumption of the services produced for the 
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market. In addition, adding a difference, some are not the same, but unequal compared to those who do receive 
monetary support to continue commodifying their consumption (Hibou, 2013). 
Final Thoughts 
The concept of decommodification has made possible the emergence of arguments used to interpret what the 
welfare state was in the distribution of public services as citizen rights, although the concept of 
commodification served to characterize the renewed process of accumulation of profits for capitalist companies 
in the face of the weakness or absence of state controls. 
However, the arguments presented, although in a general way, have shown the conceptual relevance of the so-
called social vulnerability and precariousness, which has acquired a particular meaning when it has been 
related to the establishment of a system or regime of domination over the behaviors of a part of the universe of 
the vulnerable, commodifying their consumption through monetary transfers. 
However, it is not disputed whether these monetary transfers have served to improve the living conditions of 
the beneficiaries, what was found, albeit provisionally, was that the commodification of their consumption 
emerged from the criticisms made against the loss of the decommodification capacity of the welfare state. 
In this way, state welfare institutions were weakened, which has been in a differentiated way, for their collective 
distribution, which reinforced, later, the belief that efficiency should be achieved only through the market. 
For this reason, a non-commodified distribution was dispensed with, in some cases gradually and in others in 
a limited way, so that its place could be taken by the commodified one, directly or indirectly helping the 
accumulation of capital. 
In the case of Mexico, what stood out briefly was that President Andrés Manuel López Obrador's narrative in 
favor of commodification was covered up under accusations against the corruption of officials of neoliberal 
governments when they had public money to attend to their privileges17. 
In this way, commodification became the new mechanism for distributing monetary transfers without 
institutional presence, which was replaced by new government employees (called the servants of the nation) in 
charge of the administrative control of the beneficiaries to turn them into a reserve of votes at the service of the 
current presidency and also for the next presidential election. 
For this reason, it was stressed that the law sought to guarantee, as rights, the commodified consumption of 
some vulnerable groups, which is not necessarily identified with the universalization of social rights carried out 
with the intervention of the welfare state. 
The above is debatable, however, with the evidence, which appears here only outlined, allows the elaboration 
of hypotheses or conjectures about the exclusionary potential of commodified consumption in the face of the 
generalization of precarious living conditions, where it has driven the transformation of suffering into an 
individual matter, which has been contrary to the belief in equality,  which has been the basis of solidarity, 
whose importance lies in reducing the disintegrating or destructive factors of collectives or of society itself. 
So the problem of violence would be introduced into the analysis to make it part of a narrative that has 
considered it as the main cause of the dissolution of institutions in order to, as the neoliberal creed preached, 
make individuals themselves responsible for everything, regardless of whether it is good or bad, not the 
government or the market. 
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